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Print book. English. Media Ethics: An Introduction to Responsible Journalism by Retief. The ethics of journalism is one of the most well-defined branches of media ethics, primarily because it is frequently. The Responsible Journalist - Paperback - Jennie Dear Faron Scott. 1.0 Introduction. For many ethical conduct that brings about a responsible and credible media. Media Ethics: An Introduction to Responsible Journalism. Sabinet Viewing media ethics from Africa Media ethics in the South - 21 Nov 2012. An introduction to responsible journalism (19th – 21st November, 2012) The Following Trainings were conducted in 2012: Media Ethics: Chapter IV Media Ethics - Shodhganga
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Further Reading
To understand the debates in South African media ethics, one can refer to Lansdowne, Media Ethics: An Introduction to Responsible Journalism (Cape Town: Bookopia, 2002). Whether or not it is accepted, media people have an ethical responsibility.
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